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boss dr-770 manual
Stay up to date with Roland news, artists, promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key
features, functions and operational tips. The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected
to the latest products, exciting events, and much more. Stay up to date with Roland news, artists,
promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key features, functions and operational tips.
The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected to the latest products, exciting events,
and much more. In no event shall Roland Corporation be liable to endusers for any damages
whatsoever, including but not limited to financial damages for any loss of profits or information
arising from the use of, or inability to use this updater. The foregoing provision is effective even if
Roland Corporation has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Please read carefully the
terms of this License Agreement before installing or using the SOFTWARE. By installing, copying, or
starting the use of the SOFTWARE, you hereby consent to the terms of this License Agreement.Use
of the SOFTWARE shall include loading the SOFTWARE into temporary memory i.e., RAM or
installing the SOFTWARE into storage media i.e., hard disk of the computer on which you will use
the SOFTWARE.Therefore, you must treat the SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material i.e., a
book or a CD. All rights that are not provided for herein are reserved by Roland.But you may
permanently transfer the SOFTWARE and accompanying printed materials provided you retain no
copies of the Software and recipient agrees to the terms of this License Agreement. If the
SOFTWARE has been updated or upgraded, any transfer of the SOFTWARE must include the most
recent update and all prior versions.You shall not use the remaining forms of media on another
computer.Please read the instructions completely, and please note that you should use the
SOFTWARE AT YOUR OWN
RISK.http://songdolandmarkcity.com/userfiles/craftsman-lt1000-lawn-tractor-service-manual.xml
boss dr-770 manual, boss dr-770 manual pdf, boss dr 770 drum machine manual, boss
dr rhythm 770 manual, boss dr 770 owner s manual, 1.0.
In no event shall Roland be liable to endusers for any damages whatsoever, including but not limited
to financial damages for any loss of profits or information arising from the use of, or inability to use
this product. The foregoing provision is effective even if Roland has been advised of the possibility of
such damages. Even if the SOFTWARE has any material, verifiable, and reproducible program
errors, Roland shall have no liability to modify such errors.Upon such termination, you shall
immediately stop using the SOFTWARE.All rights reserved. Restoring the Factory Settin. The
manual No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form The DR770 provides 64 preset
drum kits, and allows you to create 64 user drum kits. By editing each sound of a user drum kit, you
can create a total of 3,520 original sounds 55 sounds x 64 drum kits. In order to produce sound, you
must provide an amp or audio system, or use stereo headphones. Audio cables, MIDI cables, stereo
headphones, and foot switches are not included. They can be NOTE purchased separately from your
dealer. Alternately, you could connect a set of stereo headphones. In order to take full advantage of
the DR770’s capabilities, we recommend that you play it in NOTE stereo. Turn on the POWER switch
located on the rear panel of the DR770. Should this be the case, please use the following Factory
Reset procedure to restore the factory settings before you read the Quick Start manual.
Unauthorized use of this material for purposes other than private, personal NOTE enjoyment is a
violation of applicable laws. No data for the music that is played will be output from MIDI OUT.Since
the pads are velocitysensitive, the volume and tone will change depending on how strongly a pad is
struck. You can adjust the spacing of the roll.Use the following procedure to play back and listen to

patterns. On the DR770, a Pattern is a section of rhythm data that can be 1, 2, or 3 measures MEMO
long.http://silverk.ru/img/lib/craftsman-lt1000-20-hp-manual.xml
The tempo indicator will blink on each beat, and the beat counter will change as the pattern
plays.The unit provides 64 preset drum kits. Additionally, another 64 user drum kits, which can be
modified anyway you like, are provided. Select various drum kits and hear how the sound changes.
fig.0128a MODE SONG REAL PATTERN STEP EFFECTS UTILITY MIDI QUANTIZE BEAT NEXT
PTN. LoBoost Flang’n Bright HiFi Dark LoFi Room Studio Garage Club Hall Stadium. Here’s how to
use realtime recording to actually record a simple pattern. Realtime recording is a method of
recording in which you strike the pads in time with MEMO the metronome to record a pattern just
as you play it. The metronome will continue sounding, but striking the pads will not cause notes to
be recorded. Strike the pad at the following timing. fig.0136a Metronome sound All the sounds you
recorded will continue playing back repeatedly. To ReDo Your Recording Listen to the pattern that
you recorded. The pattern will be erased, and the display will indicate “Done.” You can assign a
name of up to seven characters to a pattern that you record. “Naming a pattern”. Here’s how you
can use step recording to record a simple song. Step recording is a method in which you use the
numeric or other keys to specify the MEMO order of the patterns that will be played back. To ReDo
the Recording If you specify the wrong pattern while recording, use the following procedure to re
record the pattern correctly. It is not possible to use multiple drum kits in a single pattern. Create a
Pattern Create record a musical pattern for a portion of the song. Up to 400 user patterns can be
created. It is not possible to record any more notes than this. Create a Song Arrange user patterns
you’ve created, or any of the 400 preset patterns into a desired playback order to create record a
song. When this mode is selected, the display will indicate “MIDI.”. The volume, tone, etc., will
change in response to the force with which you strike the pad.
Selecting a Drum Kit From the 64 preset drum kits and 64 user drum kits, select the drum kit that
you want to use. If the DR770 is in DPP mode, a pattern will play back.The following settings will be
copied.On the DR770, a different note number is assigned to each instrument of a drum kit. This
process is called Bulk Dump. The data is transmitted in the form of exclusive messages. Connections
fig.10918a. Connections fig.10921a. Restoring The Factory Settings Factory Reset The DR770 is
able to play up to 14 notes voices simultaneously. Is the Assign Type setting correct p.75 Can’t play
a roll or flam Is the roll type set to “FL” p. Instrument Instrument 1 A01 49 171 CrshC1 49 171
CrshC1 49 171 CrshC1 2 A02 57 172 CrshC2 57 173 CrshC3 57 172 CrshC2 3 A03 53 182 RdBlC2
53 182 RdBlC2. Instrument Instrument 1 A01 49 171 CrshC1 49 171 CrshC1 49 171 CrshC1 2 A02
57 172 CrshC2 57 172 CrshC2 57 172 CrshC2 3 A03 53 181 RdBlC1 53 181 RdBlC1 53 182 RdBlC2
4 A04 Instrument Instrument 1 A01 49 173 CrshC3 49 171 CrshC1 2 A02 57 173 CrshC3 57 174
SftCrC 3 A03 53 182 RdBlC2 53 182 RdBlC2 4 A04 51 179 RideC2 51 178 RideC1. Instrument
Instrument 1 A01 49 171 CrshC1 49 171 CrshC1 49 171 CrshC1 2 A02 57 172 CrshC2 57 172
CrshC2 57 172 CrshC2 3 A03 53 182 RdBlC2 53 182 RdBlC2 53 182 RdBlC2 4 A04 Instrument
Instrument 1 A01 49 187 TR606C 49 174 SftCrC 2 A02 57 187 TR606C 57 172 CrshC2 3 A03 53 181
RdBlC1 53 181 RdBlC1 4 A04 51 179 RideC2 51 180 SzlRdC. Instrument Instrument 1 A01 49 171
CrshC1 49 171 CrshC1 49 171 CrshC1 2 A02 57 172 CrshC2 57 177 ChinaC 57 172 CrshC2 3 A03 53
182 RdBlC2 53 182 RdBlC2 53 182 RdBlC2. Instrument Instrument 1 A01 49 174 SftCrC 49 174
SftCrC 2 A02 57 171 CrshC1 57 171 CrshC1 3 A03 53 181 RdBlC1 53 181 RdBlC1 4 A04 51 178
RideC1 51 179 RideC2.
Instrument Instrument 1 A01 49 171 CrshC1 69 209 Cabasa 64 253 FingBs 2 A02 57 172 CrshC2 75
203 Claves 65 253 FingBs 3 A03 53 182 RdBlC2 70 207 Marcas 66 253 FingBs 4 A04 Display Tempo
Pattern Name 1 HdRck1O 136 Hard Rock 1 5 HdRck2O 120 Hard Rock 2 9 HdRck3O 120. Universal
NonRealtime System Exclusive Message. Song Song number System Realtime Message Not
transmitted when “SYNC” of the MIDI mode is set at MIDI. When RESET is pressed with the DR770

in playing, Stop and Start messages are transmitted continuosly. Timing Clock Status Start. By
individual address, each parameter can be received and transmitted individually. By bulk address,
the plural parameters as one group are received and transmitted. If you want to send Data Request
to the DR770 in this area, set the address to 02 00 00 00. A size is ignored. The value of the
checksum is. Title Part Pattern Part Pattern Part Pattern Part Pattern Part Pattern. Trademarks and
Copyrights are property of their respective owners. Login Registration is disabled. We use cookies to
ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will
assume that you are happy with it. Ok. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic
wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended.
This item may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the seller after a period of use.
See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact the seller opens
in a new window or tab and request post to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter
a number less than or equal to 1. Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive
an item that is not as described in the listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a
new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. All Rights Reserved. User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Please do not offer
the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need
registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact
your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf
reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These
free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera
turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX
browser. Translate this page Relevant INSTRUMENT forum topics BOSS MT2 METAL ZONE
Sziasztok! Megepitettem a cimbeli gitartorzitot, de nem jon ki belole az a hang, ami a YouTubeos
demovideokon hallatszik. Ossze szeretnem hasonlitani egy gyarival. Van esetleg valakinekYou can
write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. Something went wrong.You can add
this item to your watch list to purchase later. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until
you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more opens in a new
window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab The item may
have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully This item may be a floor model or store return that
has been used. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact
the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter
a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. If you dont follow our item condition
policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a
legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or
dont match the sellers description. More information at returns. The pads are way to sensitive. Its
hard to get a natural response without over shooting the velocity. The sounds are good though.

When I received it the memory battery was DEAD, People prefer boss 770 rather than boss 880
because the tempo is not controlled in dr 880 while playingAll Rights Reserved. Amazon calculates a
product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model
takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified
purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish
List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer
reviews for the product. Please try again later. Amazon Customer 3.0 out of 5 stars The worst thing
about it is the start stop points. It does not go back to the beginning, but stays in the middle of the
beat.
You MUST reset it if you are trying to sink it with other drums in the middle of a song; on you
keyboard for example. This can be a problem in a live gig. You can increase the volumn without
breaking the eardrums. Easy to use IF you read AND study the manual very simple reading for the
advanced. You can preset your patterns for your gig easily by assigning them to the drum pads.just
press DIP while in the drum pattern you want to use, and hold while you press a pad.whalla! your
pattern is assigned to the pad! So easy.I love the wheels for volumn and tempo. No backlit. Lay FLAT
and you will see it fine. Good luck! I would not recommend this machine because of the restart.but I
will always buy boss.Please try again later. Please try again later. PNormanton 2.0 out of 5 stars
Excellent sounds but designed by blithering idiots who have obviously never used one to play with a
guitar in a live gig environment. The foot pedal capabilities is extremely limited inasmuch as you can
move from main to supplementary pattern but not back again via the footswitch. You can do it via
the buttons on the front but hey designdumbos, you need both hands for a guitar! Also when the
second footswitch button is used to STOP the pattern play using it to restart brings you in at the
same point in the pattern you stopped at could be beat 2Who would ever ant to start on the second
beat. Why oh why not restart at the beginning of the patern like real professional drum machines.
Once again, a wonderful sounding bit of kit with nonvol memory and good sounds badly let down by
some complete lack of understanding of the needs of those who use it i.e. people like me the
customer! Did Boss recruit their engineers from British Leyland. Just a thought!Please try again
later. Please try again later. Michael H. Nevergold 5.0 out of 5 stars Nice effects and sound shaping.
Overall a good base unit.Please try again later. Please try again later. Includes the manual, turbo
start sheet and AC Power Supply.
From BOSS site The DR770 Dr. Rhythm is BOSS’ most advanced compact rhythm machine ever,
offering a powerful sound engine and hundreds of patterns. This translates into the highest quality
drum and percussion sounds and patterns of any compact rhythm machine on the market.You are
the light of the world. Service Manual, 115 W Christi Dr Dickson, TN 37055 888 8241192; Enjoy this
old school DR770 promo video from Roland in 1999. Check out our inventory of new, used, Mix
Roland Boss DR 770 Promo 1999 YouTube; Find the latest information on John Deere maintenance,
warranty and much more.Shop with confidence. LifeWatch has provided innovative remote
diagnostic cardiac monitoring services. Learn more. Healthcare Professionals. LifeWatch diagnostic
monitoring services The Roland DR770 has an average rating of4.5 out of 5.The Roland DR770 has a
total of 23 reviews. Stereo Insert Cable Roland PSC31L. Support. Top, Service manual, Workshop
BOSS DR770 Rhythm Drum Machine Boss Dr Rhythm Dr 770 Owners Manual dr770. Now, play NES
games like Super Mario, This feature was first published in May roland dr 770 serivce manual pdf
2015. Knowledge Base DR770 Bulk Dump. Products. Pianos; Roland Users Group. Read, watch, refer
to the DR770 manual. 6. Chod practice manual, Training feedback form pdf, Historic monthly
statement, How to do a form in dreamweaver, Stokermatic 85 manual. Reload to refresh your
session. Reload to refresh your session. To start viewing messages,Lots of samples but no real sound
building capabilities. Any recomendations I want to build a complete percussion part for a song with
rolls, bells, etc.For gods sake, man, its 2001!This should tell you how to create individual patterns
rolls, flams, fills, etc.. Its a pretty decent machine once you figure out how to use it.Ive spent hours

makeing drum parts for like 2 guitar riffs.Just read the manual, its not hard to create individual
patches, then compile them into a song.
All my tunes were done with the DR770, but I spend alot of time programming to get the drums to
sound natural. spwee Where can I get a copy of oneUser Alert System provided by Super PM System
provided by. All Rights Reserved. Unit is in excellent condition. Includes DR770, original box,
owners manual and power supply. Description The DR770 Dr. Rhythm is BOSS’ most advanced
compact rhythm machine ever, offering a powerful sound engine and hundreds of patterns. This
translates into the highest quality drum and percussion sounds and patterns of any compact rhythm
machine on the market. Direct Pattern Play for instant pattern playback by pressing a single pad
10,000pattern memory onboard New Ambience control permits 16 settings for overall drum sound
Stadium, Live House, LoFi, etc. Quick Search for quick pattern location by musical genre Additional
shipping charge to AK, HI and PR. NO International Bids Please!! NO International Bids Please!! No
buyers with multiple negative feedbacks. Buyers with 0 feedback must email prior to bidding. Buyers
pay all shipping, handling and insurance. Pennsylvania residents must pay 8% sales Good Luck and
!! Folding Land Camera. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.A pattern can be recorded in realtime, or
entered stepbystep. Each voice can be adjusted for Accent values 05 and volume values 05.Tempo
can be manually adjusted between 40 and 250 bpm.The DR220 can also accept control from other
devices such as a sequencer or trigger pad.The plastic case is charcoalgray.The plastic case is matte
silver.The MkII version had access to 91 16bit drum sounds, allowing the user to control parameters
of each sample such as decay length and filtering. It had 64 preset patterns and room for 64
usercreated patterns. The DR550 was limited by no ability to store its patterns externally, except by
recording the data to a cassette tape.
By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. This may happen as a result of
the following Javascript is disabled or blocked by an extension ad blockers for example Your browser
does not support cookies Please make sure that Javascript and cookies are enabled on your browser
and that you are not blocking them from loading. FULLY WORKING! Someone will be very happy
this this lot Im sure.thanks for looking! Posted with n6gonr.RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%601d72f%2B26rk%3En6gonr13ea22b32930x101 This is a very powerful
drum machine that can be used for much more than drum composition.. more The unit is%100
functional and in good shape with normal cosmetic wear marks. Included is the factory powersupply
and DR770 Drum Machine. US bidders only. Paypal only. Here is the manufacturer description The
DR770 Dr. Rhythm is BOSS most advanced compact rhythm machine ever. Offering a powerful
sound engine with twice as much builtin sound memory as the DR660 and four times as much as
other compact drum machines on the market today. This not only translates into great new features
and powerful soundshaping capabilities, but, most importantly, to the highest quality drum and
percussion sounds and patterns of any compact rhythm machine in the world. Topoftheline BOSS
compact rhythm machine with amazing sound quality. New patterns and powerful sound shaping
controls, Includes 400 Preset patterns and 400 User patterns ranging from Rock. Pop, Fusion, Jazz,
Latin, Dance, World and Standard, 255 highquality drum and percussion sounds including 52
different kicks and 67 different snare and crossstick sounds, 64 Preset drum kits and 64
Userprogrammable kits, Builtin effects include five types of Reverb.Boss DR770 is in average
cosmetic shape and in fully functional condition. The drum machine shows signs of with minor
scratches on the front panel. As shown in photo. This auction includes the following power supply
and owners manual.
As shown in photo. Please note that the manual is little worn with some handwritten notes on the
front cover. No additional accessories are included. If you purchase the drum machine without the
power supply.Please review our international shipping policy We typically ship to most places in EU.

Asia, and Australia to qualified buyers with PayPal account and good feedback. International buyers
are responsible for all duty or custom fees in their countryusually about 5 to 20% of total auction
amount Also. Please inquire for estimates.This is a very powerful drum machine that can be used for
much more than drum composition.. more The unit is%100 functional and in good shape with normal
cosmetic wear marks. Pop, Fusion, Jazz, Latin, Dance, World and Standard, 255 highquality drum
and percussion sounds including 52 different kicks and 67 different snare and crossstick sounds, 64
Preset drum kits and 64 Userprogrammable kits, Builtin effects include five types of Reverb.This is a
very powerful drum machine that can be used for much more than drum composition.. more The unit
is%100 functional and in good shape with normal cosmetic wear marks. Pop, Fusion, Jazz, Latin,
Dance, World and Standard, 255 highquality drum and percussion sounds including 52 different
kicks and 67 different snare and crossstick sounds, 64 Preset drum kits and 64 Userprogrammable
kits, Builtin effects include five types of Reverb.Works great! Comes with power cord and manual. It
is used. But in really good condition. See pictures.. more 10% donated. Bid with confidence. You are
bidding on a Boss DR770 Drum Machine.It comes with a power supply. Downloaded manual and 2
free midicables. Product Information Boss DR770 After years of anticipation. The Boss Doctor
Rhythm DR770 drum machine has arrived. Rolands Boss drum machines have been a big part of the
home recording revolution for a long time.
Theyve freed up songwriters and demomakers from having to figure out how to mic and record
drums with limited tracks, space and budget. And with the advent of the DR660, the Boss drum
machine sounded so good that it wasnt thought of as just demo material anymore. Now, finally, we
have the successor to that great machine, the DR770. Obviously. Expectations are pretty high. Does
the 770 live up to its name You bet. Its got all the popular features from the DR660 model, as well as
some great new enhancements. The DR770 is Bosss finest compact rhythm machine to date.
HighQuality Sounds The DR770 Dr. Rhythm is one of the most flexible and powerful compact drum
machines to hit the market in years. Ready to meet or exceed the demands of guitarists, songwriters
and home recordists in every way. This flagship rhythm machine features a whopping 4MB of ROM
memory—twice as much as the previous DR660 model and four times as much as other compact
drum machines on the market today. The enhanced memory translates into a wealth of truly
professionalquality drum and percussion sounds—255, to be exact. This sound set includes 52
different kick drums, 67 different snare and crossstick sounds, 32 different toms, 19 different hihats,
17 cymbals, 32 percussion instruments, 32 electronic percussion sounds, a variety of sound effects
and four bass guitar sounds. Bid with confidence. You are bidding on a Boss DR770 Drum Machine
in excellent condition and is fully functional. It comes with a power supply. And with the advent of
the DR660, the Boss drum machine.Now, finally, we have the successor to that great machine, the
DR770. Obviously. Expectations are pretty high. This sound set includes 52 different kick drums, 67
different snare and crossstick sounds, 32 different toms, 19 different hihats, 17 cymbals, 32
percussion instruments, 32 electronic percussion sounds, a variety of sound effects and four bass
guitar sounds. Nice! NO RESERVE! Youre bidding on a used Boss Dr.
Rhythm DR770 Drum Machine. This unit has been tested and is in good working condition with no
known issues. A manual is not included but can be downloaded for free from the Boss website.
Cosmetically this unit shows only light signs of use. Be sure to check out the super size photos to get
a better idea of the overall nice condition of this unit. I will not respond to emails asking me to ship
to another country. All the item we sell on Ebay come from our retail pawn shop. We do our best to
carefully check each item and give an accurate and honest description. Happy bidding and good
luck. We accept paypal payments. And all. more payments are due within 4 days of auction close. All
other forms of payment must be preapproved prior to bidding. If payment is not received within 4
days of auction end, a dispute will be opened for the unpaid item. Please do not bid if you do not
intend to remit payment properly and follow through with your purchase. We ship daily. MonFri via
USPS and UPS. We only ship to paypal confirmed addresses in the United States. We offer a

combined domestic discount for multiple auctions won. To receive the discounted shipping, you must
wait until you receive the combined invoice from us prior to paying for auctions won. Flat rate
shipping prices are for the lower 48 continental United States. Alaska and Hawaii customers should
contact us first for a shipping quote. We do not ship to Puerto Rico. Bidding and winning our auction
is a legal binding contract. Be sure to read auction fully and carefully. If you have any questions.
Please ask them prior to bidding. We do follow the ebay dispute process for all unpaid bids, and will
file a non paying bidder dispute for all auctions not paid within 4 days of the auction close. We only
charge actual shipping costs.Boss DR770 is in average cosmetic shape and in fully functional
condition. The drum machine shows signs of with some scratches on the front panel. As shown in
photo. Additionally.
The power supply cable. Please inquire for estimates. Our commitment to a cleaner envir Der
Versand erfolgt nach Geldeingang und dauert 36 Tage in sicherer Verpackung.Does not include
power adapter. PHYSICAL CONDITION Excellent WORKING CONDITION Excellent SHIPPING
WEIGHT 2 SHIPPING DIMS 11x9x5 OUR CONDITION RATINGS SYSTEM IN DETAIL Describing an
items condition is subjective. So please take a look at the various photos and determine for yourself
what condition you believe it to be in. In the condition area above we will note any major flaws or
hidden conditions with the unit that cant be easily seen in the photos. Looking at the photos yourself
along with our ratings system will help you feel confident in knowing exactly what you are going to
get. BRAND NEW Factory new. Never used. Sealed. more in box or open box. 100% Perfect
condition. LIKE NEW Formerly owned but shows almost no signs of use. Near flawless, could be
mistaken for brand new. Might still have all or some of its original packing materials or accessories.
It is super clean and appears to be brand new. It may have a few small blemishes here and there.
But only under close inspection, or in areas away from common view. Its CLEAN! 100% Functional
unless otherwise stated. VERY GOOD Shows moderate use and various signs of wear with some
misc.GOOD Well Used. Might have some dings or dents, light oxidation, dirty or dusty or other
blemishes, or a missing knob or small part etc, but otherwise tests and works 100% unless otherwise
stated. FAIR May show a lot of use with noticeable wear. PayPal is our standard method of accepting
payments. We also accept Credit Cards. Local pick Used item with normal signs of use. Excellent
working condition. Includes the original power adapter.Please email for shipping quote before
bidding or purchasing. We do not use stock pictures in our listings. You are purchasing ONLY what
you see pictured. Nothing more. Nothing less. Please email with any questions.

